The Self-Service Data Preparation Tool for Anyone

A data collaboration tool Business, Data
Analysts and IT will love
Demand for data is dramatically increasing as enterprises
become data-driven. IT is struggling to meet the data
needs of the business, and thus, data analysts are
spending up to 80% of their time cleaning data. This
situation makes it even harder for IT to enforce data
governance policies.
Talend Data Preparation addresses these challenges by
combining intuitive self-service data preparation and
enterprise-class data integration to transform how IT,
data analysts, and business users can collaborate to
turn big data into insight.

-

Business: Less time scrubbing, more time analyzing
Data Analysts: Accelerate data usage and collaboration
IT: Govern the use of data

Less time scrubbing, more time analyzing
Data Preparation enables anyone to access and cleanse data using browser-based, point-and-click tools. Smart guides and visual
tools help anyone quickly understand data attributes and quality status. Results can easily be exported into desktop tools such
as Tableau and Excel, enabling immediate decision-making.

Accelerate data usage and collaboration
Data analysts can transform and cleanse data from the data lake, while data stewards can manage exceptions and enforce data
policies, which accelerates time-to-insight. Datasets and preparations can be shared and automated to create a single source of
trusted data.

Govern the use of data
Empower decision makers without putting data at risk and undermining compliance. Talend Data Preparation ensures that role-based
access and masking rules appropriately control the use of data. With one click, you can embed data preparation recipes back into
batch, bulk, and master data management data integration scenarios. Talend takes advantage of the 900 connectors that support data
sources and targets to deliver data preparation at enterprise scale.
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Compare

Data Integration
with Data Preparation

Features
License
User

Apache

Subscription

Single user

Multi-user
+900 connectors; Self-Service JDBC
and HDFS Connectors; Scalability and
automation

Data discovery and cleansing
Role based data access and sharing
Talend Forge Community
Help Center access

Click here

Indemnification/Warranty

+ Guaranteed response times, web
& email sup

—

“The ability to rapidly collect, standardize and connect data from multiple sources is a key component of our
business. Talend Data Preparation has the potential to accelerate that process, cutting hours of administrative
tasks with one-click data profiling, cleansing and visualization so that our team can focus on what they do best –
utilizing data to support our clients and perform innovative analytics.”
Dan Klein, Vice President of Information Management at Accolade

Specifications

Talend Data Preparation Free Desktop

Talend Data Preparation Subscription version

Talend Data Preparation
supports the following
third party
components, products
and operating systems.

Hardware Requirements
- Processor: 64-bit processor is required
(Note: 32-bit is not supported)
- Allocated memory: 1GB minimum
- Disk space: 500MB minimum free disk
space

Operating System
- CentOS Linux
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux
- SUSE Linux
- Ubuntu Linux
- Microsoft Windows

Operating System
- Microsoft Windows 7 or more recent,
64 bits
- Mac OS X 10.7 "Lion" or more recent

Connectivity
- Data Sources:
* Excel or CSV files
* Hadoop file format: CSV, JSON, Parquet
and Avro
* Any database via JDBC
- Export:
* CSV, Excel or Tableau TDE files
* CSV, Parquet and Avro files on Hadoop

Download
Download here the
Free Desktop and
getting started
content

Connectivity
- Data sources: Excel or CSV files
- Export: CSV, Excel or Tableau TDE files

Talend Data Preparation fully leverages Talend
integration capabilities to natively connect databases,
files, cloud-based applications and more, and to Big
Data Hadoop Distributions and NoSQL databases.
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